Coursework Assignment failure decision flow chart – PPR assignments

Programme Assistant – Academic receives confirmation of fail mark from markers and external examiners

Assignment co-ordinator reviews mark and consults with markers as to whether it is advisable for trainee to resubmit using the same PPR case

Exam Board takes a decision on advice to trainee using assignments co-ordinator’s information

EB considers the selected PPR case can be used for re-submission

EB takes A view on whether trainee should present again

Trainee has been given a ‘U’ grade for presentation skills

YES

EB notifies trainee that they must present again

NO

EB advises trainee to present again

EB notifies trainee that they may resubmit only the main report again if they wish

Strategy for resubmission discussed at trainee’s development agreement meeting

Trainee re-presents (if necessary) & re-submits using their originally selected PPR case

Trainee re-presents & re-submits using their alternative PPR case